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  Notice  

  Copyright © This publication contains copyright material of the International Finan-
cial Reporting Standards Foundation ™  (Foundation). All rights reserved. Reproduced 
by Pearson Education Canada, Inc with the permission of the Foundation. Reproduc-
tion and use rights are strictly limited. No permission granted to third parties to repro-
duce or distribute and in particular:  

    1. Users of this publication acknowledge the rights of the Foundation in the Works 
and shall not do or omit to do any act which would or might invalidate or be 
inconsistent with those rights.   

   2. Users shall comply with all applicable laws (including those relating to copyright) 
when using this publication.   

   3. Users are permitted to use the Works for their personal use only and shall not, 
without prior written agreement of the Foundation have the right to license, sub-
license, sell, rent, or otherwise distribute any portion of the Works to third parties.   

   4. Users and any other third parties do not have the right to reproduce, in either 
hard copy or electronic format, the text of any individual International Financial 
Reporting Standard (including International Accounting Standards) or specifi c 
document, extract or combination thereof taken from the Works for any seminar, 
conference, training or similar commercial event without the prior written per-
mission of the Foundation.   

   5. Users are obliged to obtain the approval from the Foundation to produce more 
copies than those permitted by the fair copying provisions of the copyright legis-
lation in the respective territory or if they intend using the Works for one of the 
purposes set out in paragraph 4 of this Notice.   

   6. If any user breaches any of the provisions these Terms their right to use the Works 
shall forthwith terminate.   

   7. For the purposes of these Terms “Works” means material which has been identi-
fi ed in the publication or any training materials provided in connection with it as 
being copyright material of the Foundation.     

 Disclaimer  

  The International Accounting Standards Board, the International Financial Reporting 
Standards Foundation, the authors, and the publishers do not accept responsibility for 
any loss caused by acting or refraining from acting in reliance on the material in this 
publication, whether such loss is caused by negligence or otherwise.  
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  Kin:  

  In memory of my mother, who did not have the benefi t of schooling, but gave me the 
freedom to question, unconditional support of my pursuits, and the humility to know 

that there is always more to learn.  

  George:  

  My passion for teaching has been richly rewarded by many opportunities including the 
privilege of co-authoring this text. I dedicate this book to my wife, Gail, and my family, 

friends, colleagues, and students who have encouraged me along the way.   
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H1 xv

   Preface  

       “There is too much material to learn!” is a complaint commonly heard among both stu-
dents and instructors of intermediate-level fi nancial accounting. The current environ-
ment in Canada involving multiple accounting standards certainly adds to the prob-
lem. However, this sentiment was prevalent even before the splintering of Canadian 
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) in 2011. So what is the source of the 
problem, and how do we best resolve it? 

 Regardless of one’s perspective—as an instructor of intermediate accounting, as 
a student, or as a researcher reading and writing papers—often  the problem of too much 
content is an illusion.  Instead, the issue is really one of  fl ow , not just of words, but  of ideas.  
Why does a class, research paper, or presentation appear to cover too much, and why 
is it diffi  cult to understand? Most often, it is because the ideas being presented did not 
fl ow—they were not coherent internally within the class, paper, or presentation, or not 
well connected with the recipients’ prior knowledge and experiences. 

 Connecting new ideas to a person’s existing knowledge and effi  ciently structuring 
those new ideas are not just reasonable notions. Modern neuroscience tells us that for 
ideas to be retained they need to be logically structured to each other and presented in 
ways that connect with a person’s prior knowledge and experiences.  

   OUR APPROACH  
 How can we better establish the fl ow of ideas in intermediate accounting? One 
way is to apply more accounting theory to help explain the “why” behind account-
ing standards and practices. Inherently, humans are inquisitive beings who want to 
know not just how things work, but also why things work a particular way. When 
students understand “why,” they are better able to fi nd connections between diff er-
ent ideas and internalize those ideas with the rest of their accumulated knowledge 
and experiences. 

 This approach contrasts with that found in other intermediate accounting text-
books, which present accounting topics in a fragmented way, not only between chap-
ters but within chapters. For example, how is the conceptual framework for fi nancial 
reporting connected with other ideas outside of accounting? How do the components 
such as qualitative characteristics relate to the elements of fi nancial statements? 
Fragmented ideas are diffi  cult to integrate into the brain, which forces students to rely 
on memorization tricks that work only for the short term. For example, a frequently 
used memory aid for the conceptual framework is a pyramid; this is a poor peda-
gogical tool because the concepts within the diagram are not logically connected and 
the pyramid shape itself has no basis in theory. In contrast, we anchor the conceptual 
framework on the fundamental notions of economic demand and supply. 

 Also diff erent from other textbooks, we do not aim to be encyclopedic—who wants 
to read an encyclopedia? This textbook is designed as a learning tool for students at 
the intermediate level, rather than as a comprehensive reference source they might use 
many years in the future. Being comprehensive burdens students with details that are 
not meaningful to them. At the rate at which standards are changing, books become 
outdated rapidly, and students should learn to refer to offi  cial sources of accounting 
standards such as the  CPA Canada Handbook .  
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   ARE INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING STUDENTS 
READY FOR ACCOUNTING THEORY?  
 Most programs that off er an accounting theory course do so in their fi nal year, with good 
reason—concepts in accounting theory are diffi  cult. Thorough exploration of these con-
cepts requires a solid grounding in accounting standards and practices and higher-level 
thinking skills. However, not exposing students to these concepts earlier is a mistake. 

 Other management (and non-management) disciplines are able to integrate the-
ory with technical applications. For example, when fi nance students study investments 
and diversifi cation, the capital asset pricing model is an integral component. Finance 
students also learn about fi rms’ capital structure choices in the context of Modigliani 
and Miller’s propositions, the pecking order theory, and so on. Students in operations 
management learn linear programming as an application of optimization theory. Rel-
egating theory to the end of a program is an exception rather than the rule. 

 Accounting theory is too important to remain untouched until the end of an 
accounting program. This text exposes students to the fundamentals of accounting 
theory in the fi rst chapter, which lays the foundation for a number of  threshold concepts  
(see Meyer and Land, 2003   1   ).   

   THRESHOLD CONCEPTS  
 While by no means perfect, this textbook aims to better establish the fl ow of ideas 
throughout the book by covering several threshold concepts in the fi rst three chap-
ters. Threshold concepts, in this case, are the portals that connect accounting stan-
dards and practices with students’ prior knowledge and experiences. As Meyer and 
Land suggest, these threshold concepts will help to  transform  how students think 
about accounting, help students to  integrate  ideas within and between chapters, and 
 irreversibly   improve  their understanding of accounting. Introducing these concepts is 
not without cost, because threshold concepts will often be troublesome due to their 
diffi  culty and the potential confl ict between students’ existing knowledge and these 
new concepts. 

 The inside front cover identifi es the threshold concepts and the layout of the 
chapters in both volumes of this text. Crucially, the fi rst chapter in Volume 1 begins 
with the threshold concepts of  uncertainty  and  information asymmetry  . The need to 
make decisions under uncertainty and the presence of information asymmetries 
results in  economic consequences of accounting choice.  Those consequences diff er depend-
ing on whether the accounting information interacts with  effi  cient securities markets . 
These concepts open up the notion of  supply and demand for accounting information , 
which forms the basis of the  conceptual frameworks  for fi nancial reporting (  Chapter  
 2  ). Decision making under uncertainty leads to the issues surrounding the  timing of 
recognition  under accrual accounting (  Chapter   3  ), which in turn lead to the concept of 
 articulation  between fi nancial statements. Accounting choices having economic conse-
quences leads to considerations of the  quality of earnings  and the potential for earnings 
management (  Chapter   3  ). 

 These concepts then resurface at diff erent points in the remaining 17 chapters. 
For example, the concept of information asymmetry is fundamental to understanding 
the reasons that companies issue complex fi nancial instruments (  Chapter   14  ). Another 
example is the important role of the moral hazard form of information asymmetry 

   1.   Meyer, J.H.F., and R. Land. 2003. “Threshold Concepts and Troublesome Knowledge 1: Linkages to Ways of 
Thinking and Practicing”. In  Improving Student Learning: Ten Years On , C. Rust (Ed.), Oxford, UK: Oxford Centre 
for Staff  and Learning Development. 
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in explaining why accounting standards do not permit the recognition of gains and 
losses from equity transactions through net income. A third example is the infl uence 
of uncertainty and executives’ risk aversion on the accounting standards for pension 
plans, which allow the gains and losses to fl ow through other comprehensive income 
rather than net income. A fourth example is the application of information asymmetry 
to the accounting for leases (  Chapter   18  ). 

 As an aid for students, we have put threshold concepts icons in the margin to iden-
tify when these concepts appear in the various chapters. To further clarify these icons, 
in the third edition we have added the name of the specifi c concept next to the icon to 
ensure students understand which concepts are being referenced.  

   ACCOUNTING STANDARDS AND PRACTICES  
 Along with the unique approach of introducing and integrating theory through the 
use of threshold concepts, this text also provides thorough coverage of accounting 
standards and practices typically expected of an intermediate accounting course. This 
edition refl ects recently issued standards, including IFRS 15 on revenue recognition 
and IFRS 9 on fi nancial instruments. 

 Following an overview of the four fi nancial statements in   Chapter   3   in Volume 1, 
  Chapter   4   explores revenue and expense recognition to highlight the connection 
fi nancial reporting has to enterprises’ value-creation activities.   Chapters   5   to      10   in 
this book then examine, in detail, issues involving the asset side of the balance sheet. 

 The second volume begins with coverage of the right-hand side of the balance 
sheet in   Chapters   11   to      13  . Coverage in   Chapters   14   to      18   then turns to special 
topics that cut across diff erent parts of the balance sheet and income statement: com-
plex fi nancial instruments, earnings per share, pension costs, income taxes, and leases. 
  Chapter   19   examines the statement of cash fl ows, which integrates the various topics 
covered in   Chapters   4   through      18  .   Chapter   20   revisits the topic of accounting changes 
introduced in   Chapter   3  .  

   INTEGRATION OF IFRS  
 This is the fi rst Canadian text written with International Financial Reporting Stan-
dards (IFRS) in mind throughout the development process, rather than as an after-
thought. For example, we devote a separate chapter (  Chapter   10  ) to explore issues 
surrounding asset revaluation and impairment because these issues cut across diff er-
ent asset categories under IFRS. The complete integration of standards in the devel-
opment process adds to the smooth fl ow of ideas in and between chapters. Another 
example is   Chapter   10  ’s coverage of agriculture activities, a topic covered by IFRS but 
not by past Canadian standards.  

   COVERAGE OF ASPE  
 While this text puts emphasis on IFRS, we do not neglect Accounting Standards for 
Private Enterprises (ASPE). Near the end of each chapter is a table that identifi es 
diff erences between IFRS and ASPE. In contrast to other textbooks, we identify only 
substantive diff erences rather than every detail. In addition to the summary table, 
we carefully choose to discuss certain important diff erences in the main body of the 
chapters to create opportunities for understanding the subjective nature of accounting 
standards and the advantages and disadvantages of diff erent standards. For example, 
  Chapter   8   discusses the diff erent treatments of interest capitalization under IFRS and 
ASPE. In the end-of-chapter Problems, we have placed icons in the margin to identify 
questions that apply ASPE instead of IFRS.  

THRESHOLD
CONCEPT

A.S.P.E
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   REFERENCE TO ACCOUNTING STANDARDS  
 Consistent with the threshold concepts described above, this textbook avoids treating 
accounting standards as written in stone and with only one interpretation. Ultimately, 
it is people who make accounting standards and it is important to analyze and evaluate 
the choices that standard setters make to understand the rationale behind the stan-
dards. Where appropriate, the chapters provide specifi c quotations from authorita-
tive standards so that students begin to develop their ability to interpret the standards 
themselves rather than rely on the interpretations of a third party.  

   INTEGRATION OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES  
 To enhance the fl ow of material, each chapter fully integrates learning objectives from 
beginning to end. Each chapter enumerates four to six learning objectives that the 
chapter covers. The end of each chapter summarizes the main points relating to each 
of these learning objectives. We have also organized the problems at the end of each 
chapter to match the order of these learning objectives as much as possible.  

   INTEGRATION OF CPA COMPETENCIES  
 To ensure students are building the knowledge and skills required for the CPA des-
ignation, the third edition has increased its focus on covering the competencies out-
lined in the CPA Competency Map and Knowledge Supplement. Each chapter now 
opens with a list of CPA Competencies, related Knowledge Items, and levels that are 
covered in that chapter; also, a master list of all the fi nancial reporting Competencies 
and Knowledge Items is available on the back inside cover. As well, all the problems 
on MyAccountingLab for  Intermediate Accounting  3e are mapped to the Competency, 
Knowledge Item, and level that is being assessed. These features will allow students 
and faculty interested in the CPA designation to become familiar with the Compe-
tency Map and the material covered in the book.  

   CHAPTER FEATURES  
 This text contains a number of features that augment the core text. We are mindful 
that too many “bells and whistles” only serve to distract students, so we have been 
selective and have included only features that reinforce student learning. The result is 
an uncluttered page layout in comparison to competing textbooks. We fi rmly believe 
that clean design supports clear thinking. 

   Opening Vignettes  
 Each chapter opens with a short vignette of a real-world example that students will 
easily recognize and to which they will relate. These examples range from house-
hold names such as Bank of Montreal, Bombardier, and Telus, to car shopping and 
Christopher Columbus. As mentioned earlier, this connection to existing knowledge 
and experiences is crucial to learning new concepts. Each vignette serves to motivate 
interesting accounting questions that are later addressed in the chapter.  

   Charts and Diagrams  
 We have chosen to use graphics sparingly but deliberately. These graphics always serve 
to augment ideas in a logical way rather than to serve as memory “gimmicks” that lack 
meaning. For instance, it has been popular to use a triangle to organize the Conceptual 
Framework for fi nancial reporting. We eschew the use of this triangle because that 
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shape has no logical foun-
dation or connection with 
the Conceptual Framework. 
Instead, we develop the Con-
ceptual Framework from 
fundamental forces of supply 
and demand, so we provide a 
diagram that illustrates the 
interaction of those forces:   

   Feature Boxes  
 When warranted, we provide 
more in-depth discussions to 
reinforce the core message in 
the main body of the chap-
ters. These discussions often 
take the form of alternative 
viewpoints or surprising 
research results that serve to 
broaden students’ perspec-
tives on the issues. Compass 
icons identify these feature boxes to denote the diff erent perspectives on various issues. 

     Checkpoint Questions  
 At important transitional points in each chapter, we pose “Checkpoint Questions” to 
engage students to refl ect upon what they have just read, and to review, if necessary, 
before proceeding to the next portion of the chapter. These questions appear at the end 
of sections and there are fi ve to ten such questions within each chapter. To encourage 
students to think about these questions before looking at the answers, we have placed 
the answers toward the end of each chapter, immediately after the chapter summary.  

   End-of-Chapter Problems  
 The end of each chapter contains many questions for students to hone their skills. Each 
chapter in the third edition features new questions, covering new chapter material and 
IFRS standards. We choose to use a single label—Problems—for all questions. This 
choice follows from our focus on learning objectives. We have organized the Problems 

      Exhibit   2-2     Outline of a conceptual framework for fi  nancial reporting    

Users and
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     STILL WAITING…   

 In 1670, an incorporation under the British royal charter created 
“The Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into 

Hudson’s Bay.” The charter gave the company exclusive rights to the fur trade 
in the watershed fl owing into Hudson Bay. The company continues to oper-
ate today as The Hudson’s Bay Company. It was publicly traded until January 
2006, when it was purchased by private equity fi rm NRDC Equity Partners. If 
investors had to wait until dissolution to fi nd out what happened to their invest-
ments, they would have been waiting for almost three and a half centuries—
and counting! 
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in the order of the learning objectives, and within each learning objective according 
to the Problem’s level of diffi  culty (easy, medium, or diffi  cult). This approach allows 
students to work on each learning objective progressively, starting with easier ques-
tions and then mastering more diffi  cult questions on the same learning objective. This 
approach is much preferable to having students jump around from “exercises” to 
“discussion questions” to “assignments,” and so on. Problems in the textbook that are 
coloured red are also available on MyAccountingLab. Students have endless oppor-
tunities to practise many of these questions with new data and values every time they 
use MyAccountingLab. 
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   MyAccountingLab  
 Make the grade with  MyAccountingLab : The problems marked in red  can be 

found on MyAccountingLab. You can practise them as often as you want, and 

most feature step-by-step guided instructions to help you fi  nd the right answer.   

   Cases  
 We have included Mini-Cases that are based on, or mimic, real business scenarios. The 
distinguishing feature of these cases is their focus on decision making. While they are 
technically no more challenging than Problems, cases bring in additional real-world 
subjective considerations that require students to apply professional judgment. 

 We have also included an appendix that provides case solving tips to students, as 
well as three comprehensive cases that cover topics across multiple chapters and two 
capstone cases that cover many of the topics in both volumes of the textbook. These 
cases simulate those on professional exams that require four to fi ve hours of an entry-
level professional accountant.   

   TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES  

 MyAccountingLab
MyAccountingLab delivers proven results in helping individual students succeed. It 
provides engaging experiences that personalize, stimulate, and measure learning for 
each student. MyAccountingLab is the portal to an array of learning tools for all learn-
ing styles—algorithmic practice questions with guided solutions are only the begin-
ning. MyAccountingLab provides a rich suite of learning tools, including: 

   ■ Static and algorithmic problems from the textbook  
  ■ DemoDocs Examples—question-specifi c interactive coaching  
  ■ A personalized study plan  
  ■ An online, interactive Accounting Cycle Tutorial, reinforcing students’ under-

standing of accounting foundations  
  ■ A dynamic eText with links to media assets  
  ■ A Case Solving Primer  
  ■ Sample Tests  
  ■ Questions to accompany the new Financial Statements  
  ■ Learning Catalytics—A “bring your own device” student engagement, assess-

ment, and classroom intelligence system that allows instructors to engage students 
in class with a variety of question types designed to gauge student understanding   

   Pearson eText  
 Pearson eText gives students access to the text whenever and wherever they have 
access to the Internet. eText pages look exactly like the printed text, off ering powerful 
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new functionality for students and instructors. Users can create notes, highlight text 
in diff erent colours, create bookmarks, zoom, click hyperlinked words and phrases to 
view defi nitions, and view in single-page or two-page view. Pearson eText allows for 
quick navigation to key parts of the eText using a table of contents and provides full-
text search. The eText may also off er links to associated media fi les, enabling users to 
access videos, animations, or other activities as they read the text.  

   CourseSmart for Instructors  
 CourseSmart goes beyond traditional expectations—providing instant, online access 
to the textbooks and course materials you need at a lower cost for students. And even 
as students save money, you can save time and hassle with a digital eTextbook that 
allows you to search for the most relevant content at the very moment you need it. 
Whether it’s evaluating textbooks or creating lecture notes to help students with dif-
fi cult concepts, CourseSmart can make life a little easier. See how when you visit  www.
coursesmart.com/instructors .  

   CourseSmart for Students  
 CourseSmart goes beyond traditional expectations—providing instant, online access 
to the textbooks and course materials you need at signifi cant savings over the price 
of the printed text. With instant access from any computer and the ability to search 
your text, you’ll fi nd the content you need quickly, no matter where you are. And with 
online tools like highlighting and note-taking, you can save time and study effi  ciently. 
See all the benefi ts at  www.coursesmart.com/students .  

   Learning Solutions Managers  
 Pearson’s Learning Solutions Managers work with faculty and campus course design-
ers to ensure that Pearson technology products, assessment tools, and online course 
materials are tailored to meet your specifi c needs. This highly qualifi ed team is dedi-
cated to helping schools take full advantage of a wide range of educational resources, 
by assisting in the integration of a variety of instructional materials and media formats. 
Your local Pearson sales representative can provide you with more details on this ser-
vice program.  

   Pearson Custom Library  
 For enrollments of at least 25 students, you can create your own textbook by choos-
ing the chapters that best suit your own course needs.  To begin building your custom 
text, visit  www.pearsoncustomlibrary.com .  You may also work with a dedicated Pearson 
Custom editor to create your ideal text—publishing your own original content or 
mixing and matching Pearson content.  Contact your local Pearson sales representative to 
get started.    

   Supplements  
 The following instructor supplements are available for downloading from a password-
protected section of Pearson Canada’s online catalogue (http://catalogue.pearsoned
.ca). Navigate to your book’s catalogue page to view a list of those supplements that are 
available. See your local sales representative for details and access. 

    ■ Instructor’s Solutions Manual.    Created by Kin Lo and George Fisher, this 
resource provides complete, detailed, worked-out solutions for all the Problems 
in the textbook.  
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   ■ Instructor’s Resource Manual.    The Instructor’s Resource Manual features addi-
tional resources and recommendations to help you get the most out of this text-
book for your course.  

   ■ Computerized Test Bank   . Pearson’s computerized test banks allow instructors 
to fi lter and select questions to create quizzes, tests, or homework. Instructors 
can revise questions or add their own, and may be able to choose print or online 
options. These questions are also available in Microsoft Word® format.  

   ■ PowerPoint® Presentations.    Approximately 30–40 PowerPoint® slides, orga-
nized by learning objective, accompany each chapter of the textbook.  

   ■ Image Library.    The Image Library provides access to many of the images, fi gures, 
and tables in the textbook.    
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